EDUCATION AND TRAINING PAY for FEMALES

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IN 2016
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LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL 8.9%
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE 5.2%
SOME COLLEGE, NO DEGREE 4.7%
ASSOCIATE DEGREE 3.5%
BACHELOR'S DEGREE 2.8%
MASTER'S DEGREE 2.4%
DOCTORATE DEGREE 1.9%
PROFESSIONAL DEGREE 2.0%

MEAN EARNINGS IN 2015
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LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL $20,027
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE $28,858
SOME COLLEGE, NO DEGREE $33,804
ASSOCIATE DEGREE $39,066
BACHELOR'S DEGREE $52,682
MASTER'S DEGREE $65,198
DOCTORATE DEGREE $91,801
PROFESSIONAL DEGREE $104,056

Note: Earnings for year-round full-time workers 25 years and over; unemployment rate for those 25 and over
Source: US Census Bureau; Bureau of Labor Statistics
https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/cps/tables/pinc-03/2016/pinc03_3_1_1_1.xls